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judged so much by the effect produced on the feelings of the ob 
server. In regard to modeling and all the technique of execution, 
we may decide the work to be of the first order of merit, and to 
this praise all of Mr. Crittenden's works are, we believe, entitled ; 
but in regard to the expression 

? the soul, so to speak, of the 
work?the person of tender sensibilities, though entirely ignorant 
of even the first principles of art either graphic or plastic, becomes 
as competent a critic as any other ? in fact, the only real critic, 
for, as we have said, the test is the effect produced on the minds 
of beholders, and no rule can be laid down for the government of 
the feelings. To us it seems that Mr. Crittenden has succeeded 

admirably in producing the tender, pensive expression which tells 
of hard fate met and not conquered, but endured, and endured in 
such a way as to bring after it the expression which should follow 

according to the poet's maxim " that sweet are the uses of ad 

versity." A more sweetly resigned expression than that of the 
face which Mr. Crittenden has modeled it would be difficult to 

imagine, or one more indicative of a chastened feeling of submis 
sion to the rulings of a higher power. This, as we have said, is 
our opinion ; but whether it will be shared by all who look upon 
the work, or not, must depend entirely upon the state of mind in 

which each observer approaches it. Mr. Crittenden had won con 
siderable applause before producing this work, but in the embodi 

ment of entirely different ?ubjects, one of the most noted of his 

previous works having been entitled 
" On the Sea Shore," which 

was exhibited in the Royal Academy Exhibition of 1870, and won 

much applause from the critics as well as from the world at large. 

THE PATIENT. 

THERE is not a little in the artistic career and characteristics 
of Mr. P. Edouard Frere, one of whose pictures we publish in this 

number, to remind ,one forcibly of our own Wylie, of whom we 
had occasion recently to speak at some length, and whose death 
within a very short time has deprived America and the world of 
an artist of great achievement and even greater promise. We 

told, in the article referred to, how Mr. Wylie not only resided in 
France for the purpose .of studying art, but went beyond what 
most artists think it worth while to do, by taking up his resi 
dence among the peasants of Brittany in order to study them in 
their homes and from the nearest possible standpoint. Mr. Frere 
has pursued a similar course, although he was not obliged to go 
away, as was Mr. Wylie, in order to do so. A resident of Ecouen 

? a little market town of about a thousand inhabitants some ten 
miles from Paris ? he has done nearly all his work there, and has 
found subjects for his pictures among the humble inhabitants of 
the village and the immediate neighborhood. It is indeed said 
of him, that he often takes the kitchen or living-room of some 

peasant's or of some artisan's home for his studio, and so paints 
at his ease what is around'him. It was also said of Mr. Wylie 
that he, during his sojourn in Brittany, not only lived among the 

peasants, but conformed himself to their ways in dress as well as 

in habits and mode of life. Mr. Wylie, too, was noted for his 

kindness of heart, and for the ease with which he won the confi 

dence of those around him, especially children ; and the same 

thing is said of Mr. Frere, who, judging from his pictures, must 

certainly possess in an eminent degree the faculty of inducing 
children to be perfectly natural in his presence 

? a faculty by no 

means so common as might be imagined by some. That he has 

done so in the case before us is self-evident. The scene, like all 

of Mr. Frere's pictures, is a very simple one, and clearly explains 
itself. Father and mother having gone out ? as French peasants 
and working people must do ? about their daily duties, the two 

little ones have been left to their own devices, and in that imagi 
native play which is at once so characteristic of and so dear to 

children, have decided that "dolly" is sick and must be admin 
istered to, as they have doubtless been by the good mother in 
their little^ ailments. They have emptied the little basket in the 

foreground 
? whether it was cruet stand or medicine chest ? of 

its contents to procure the dose which is being liberally bestowed 
on the unconscious object of their solicitude, and are as much 
absorbed in the result of their maneuvers as their parents would 
be if called on to treat one of them. The picture is an accurate 

and feeling reproduction of a cottage interior, as well as a charm 

ing study of child-life, and reflects almost as much credit on the 

artist's tact as on his powers as a painter, for it is not every one 

having the will who could induce children to play before him so un 

restrainedly, and could transfer them so successfully to canvas. 
Mr. Frere has not been without recognition for his genius, hav 

ing been medaled in 1851,1852 and 1855, in which latter year he was 
also awarded the ribbon of the Legion of Honor. He was a pupil 
of Delaroche, and, like his master, has enjoyed no little popularity 
with American buyers of pictures. Two of his works, 

" 
Industry," 

and " 
Preparing for Church," were sold at the sale of the John Tay 

lor Johnston collection, the former bringing $875, and the latter 

$2,400. In the Centennial Loan Exhibition, at the Academy of 

Design, were exhibited two of his pictures, 
" The Reader," owned 

by Mr. H. G. Marquand, and the " Christmas Drum," the property 
of Mr. Philip van Volkenburgh ; while the gallery of Mr. Marshall 
O. Roberts contains no less than four specimens. 

SUNRISE ON THE WATZMANN. 

AMONG the artists who have taken part in England in the 
revival of water-color painting, which has been going on for the 

past few years, and which has done so much to awaken an inter 
est here in the same branch of art, Mr. Collingwood Smith occu 

pies no mean position for his landscapes, especially for his repre 
sentations of picturesque scenes orf the continent of Europe. We 

give a fine engraving from one of his pictures which has attracted 
considerable attention. It represents the peak of the Watzmann 

while bathed in the rosy light of the rising sun. This mountain 
is situated in the Austrian Tyrol, or Salzkammergut, and is shown 
as seeif from the Berchtesgaden territory, a magnificently pic 

turesque region of which the Watzmann has been called the 

Mont Blanc. Nor is the name undeserved ; for when the winter 
snows upon its peak are decreased by the summer heats, the deep 
clefts of the crater-like head still glisten with virgin snow, and 

the porphyritic walls and buttresses beneath are so blanched by 
sun and storm that they present a lustrous appearance not un 

like that to be seen in the Yo Semite Valley, of which we have 

had occasion to speak in our articles upon that region. Besides 

this striking peculiarity in its appearance, the Watzmann is dis 

tinguished by its altitude of 8,250 feet. It rises almost perpen 

dicularly from the margin of the K?nigssee, in whose waters it is 

reflected with the utmost clearness and vividness. While the 

summit is bare, as we have said, the sides are covered with vege 
tation almost to the water's edge. This peculiarity, as will be 
seen from the picture, adds still more to the striking appearance 
of the peak. The strip of territory, of which both the mountain 

and the K?nigssee form a part, is known as the Bavarian Alps, 
and was, at the Congress of Vienna, reserved to the King of Ba 

varia. It has been used chiefly as a hunting ground by the Bava 

rian princes, who have a hunting box and a corps of hunters 

established on the lake at St. Bartolomeo, from which ?point the 

chamois are more easily reached than from any other part of the 

mountain. The view is taken from the Bavarian Palace at Berch 

tesgaden, and is a most accurate likeness of the famous double 

horned peak, as well as being a striking and excellent picture. 
Mr. Collingwood Smith has been, heretofore, but little known 

on this side the ocean, but he has made a good reputation in 

England, and his pictures have attracted the attention of traveled 

Americans, and we are glad to lay before our readers so good a 

specimen of his work. 

THE LITTLE SWEDE. 

VISITORS to the Philadelphia Exposition will not have for 

gotten the valacrity with which the Scandinavian nations re 

sponded to our invitation to take part in the celebration of our 

Centennial, nor the full and creditable exhibitions made by them 

in all the departments of human progress. Creditable as was the 

display to all of them, however, Sweden must be conceded to 

have taken the lead, and especially in her exhibit of works of art. 

When one considers the distance and the difficulties to be en 

countered in bringing pictures so far, one must admit that the ex 

hibition of over one hundred works by Swedish artists showed a 

praiseworthy zeal in the cause, irrespective of any question of the 

relative merit of the works compared with those by artists of 
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THE PATIENT. ? After P. F. Frere. 

other nationalities. Among the exhibitors was Hugo Salmson, 
of Stockholm, whose picture of an " 

Odalisque," which hung in 
Memorial Hall, will be remembered by very many visitors, par 
ticularly for its somewhat florid coloring, to which Mr. Salmson 
would seem to have a leaning. The rigors of his native climate 

seem to have had the not unnatural effect of begetting a desire 
for the warmer tints and tones of the more southern climes. We 

present to our readers, in this number of The aldine, a differ 
ent and, we think, more favorable specimen of Mr. Salmson's 
work ? at all events, it is more national. In it, however, can be 
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A SWEDISH PEASANT GIRL.?After Hugo Salmson. 

traced the same somewhat florid taste of which we have spoken, 
which is shown in the whole composition. The picture is one 

mass of color ; and, while the different hues can not be shown in 
an engraving, their effect is clearly indicated, and it needs little 

effort of the imagination to replace the plain black and white with 

the colors of the gay costume in which the little peasant girl has 

chosen to array herself; the ruddy, rosy face ; the yellow hair ; 

the bright beads ; the plumage tints of her pet doves, and all the 

other colors which are only rendered the more striking by con 

trast with the dull background of the wall and of the step on 
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which she is seated. We may, indeed, fancy the pleased expres 

sion on the little one's face to be not a little due to the delight 
she feels at the consciousness of.being a particularly gorgeous and 

striking object, and one well calculated to attract the attention 

of the casual observer, be he artist or not ? a pleasure in which 

even the most strict must sympathize. 
The features and the figure of the little girl are as thoroughly 

national as her costume, and both may be compared with those 

of the little 
" Flower Girl," by Mr. Souchon, recently published 

early made acquainted with poverty, and in learning to take care 

of herself has acquired that look of premature wisdom and 

thoughtfulness for the morrow which is the usual result of such 

a situation, one to which our little maiden of the doves has not 

yet been introduced. In the general execution of the two pic 

tures, too, we see marked differences, Mr. Souchon inclining much 

less to crowd his canvas with details than does his Swedish con 

temporary, although both artists have preserved the essential 

simplicity of the main figure of their pictures. Our readers will, 

A STABLE SCENE.?F. Lossow. 

in The aldine, both for the sake of the differences of costume 

and feature between the Saxon and the Scandinavian, and be 
cause of the essential differences in the handling and methods of 

the two artists. Mr. Souchon, as we remarked in the article call 

ing attention to his picture, has invested his flower girl with a 

certain pensiveness of expression which is entirely wanting in 

Mr. Salmson's less idealized picture. Our little Scandinavian 
friend has evidently, as yet, seen no cause for looking upon any 
other than the bright side of life ; and her doves are, to her, the 
most important portion of creation, notwithstanding the fact that 
the one which is struggling in her arms seems to find the atten 
tions of its mistress, however loving they may be, somewhat op 
pressive. Mr. Souchon's heroine, on the other hand, has been 

we are sure, be pleased with this specimen of Scandinavian art, 

and will echo our wish that the Swedish school might be better 

represented among us than it is. 

A STABLE SCENE. 

Mr. lossow has availed himself of a very characteristic in 

cident of stable life to give us, in this picture, a remarkably fine 

specimen of his powers as a delineator of animals, and especially 
of the domestic animals, which is indeed his strong point as an 

illustrator. No one with a knowledge of the characteristics of a 

good horse can fail to see at first glance that the artist has por 
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